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A floor finished with SKYLT by RIGO Verffabriek is very easy maintenance. Almost all you have to 

do is to sweep or vacuum-clean regularly. In order to mop the floor, the RIGO Verffabriek 

experts have developed SKYLT Conditioner. SKYLT Conditioner does not leave any residue and 

preserves the original look of your SKYLT floor. 

 

Tips for immediately after the finish has been applied 

- You can generally walk on the floor again 12-14 hours after applying the finish. 

- The SKYLT protection reaches its full resistance after 1 week. 

- Use the floor as little as possible during the first week. Clean without using liquids and 

remove spilt liquids immediately. 

- Do not cover the newly finished floor with plastic, clothes or anything else. 

- Be careful when putting furniture back in place. 

 

Prevent damage 

 

- Mats outside exterior doors prevent sand, dirt and damp from coming into contact with 

the floor. Dirt and sand are abrasive. 

- If your chairs have wheels, only use wheels which are suitable for parquet floors. 

- Do not push furniture. Lift it up in order to move it. 

- Do not leave spilt liquids lying around for long. 

- Use only SKYLT maintenance products.  

- Do not use soft soap, all-purpose cleaners, ammonium, vinegar or other (aggressive) 

cleaning agents. They can damage your floor and cause discoloration. 

 

Cleaning your SKYLT floor 

 

Remove dust and loose dirt with a vacuum cleaner or wiper. 

For damp cleaning: Depending on how dirty the floor is, mix 100 to 200 ml of SKYLT Conditioner 

with 5 to 6 litres of clean water in a bucket. Clean the floor with a mop/floorcloth by applying 

soft pressure to rub the floor. Make sure that the floor is only slightly damp (not soaking wet) 

while you clean. Rinse the mop/floorcloth regularly in the bucket with rinse water and wring it 

out. Change the water if necessary. Use only SKYLT Conditioner for damp cleaning. 

 

Revitalizing your SKYLT-finished floor 

 

You have the option of revitalizing your SKYLT floor after some time if you wish. Feel free to 

contact your floor specialist for advice. 
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SKYLT Conditioner is a pH-neutral cleaner, specially developed to clean SKYLT-treated surfaces 

thoroughly without leaving any residue by only slightly dampening the floor. It does not leave 

any residue so that the SKYLT matt effect will be optimally preserved.  

The SKYLT Conditioner is intended for diluting in the mopping water. It is not intended for 

undiluted use. The SKYLT Spray&Wipe Conditioner is of course ready for use. 

 

 

TIPS 

 

- Wood is a natural product. Use water sparingly in order to prevent the effects of damp.  

- Do not walk on the floor while the maintenance and cleaning agents are still wet. 

- Stay alert for scratches and stains produced by chair legs and other furniture that can 

be pushed. Check the chair leg caps regularly and replace them in good time. 

Migration of plasticizers from rubber or plastic chair leg caps can leave orange-yellow 

to black stains. Dampness can boost this effect. 

- Stubborn black shoe sole marks can usually be removed by dabbing with a cloth 

moistened in turpentine. 

- Do not use force or abrasive materials to remove local stains. Rub gently, preferably with 

a nylon brush in order to avoid damaging the gloss. 


